Asset Management

Seattle based Q Hospitality Management provides consulting and operational support to unique &
distinctive independent hotels and restaurants. We are a passionately committed, highly focused team of
diverse & fun individuals, focused on exceeding your client’s and tenants expectations by delivering an
exceptional experience.
Founded in 2018 by Brent E. Camann and Quentin Incao, Brent leads the Asset Management division of
Q Hospitality Management, directing development, pre-closing, and existing hotel asset services. With
skillful experience as the primary point of contact on behalf of hotel owners for both branded and
independent properties, he has had over $279MM of assets under management.
Experienced and with a track record of accomplishment, our Asset Management Services focus on action
orientation, concise analysis, owner’s priority achievement, and measurable ROI for services provided.
Q Hospitality Management specializes in providing guidance to discerning hotel owners with
Development, Acquisition, and Existing Asset Support. QHM Asset Management services are customized
in scope from targeted projects to comprehensive performance management.
Developm ent:
•
•
•
•

Pre-construction feasibility studies and market analysis (Proforma)
Brand sourcing and analysis
Hotel Management Agreement negotiation (in association with outside legal council)
Pre-opening strategy and coordination

Acquisition:
•
•
•
•

Valuation analysis
Independent property performance reporting
Pre-closing action planning and prioritization
Business Plan, Operating Budget, and Capital Budget analysis

Existing Asset Support:
•
•
•

Deep Dive and Benchmarking analysis
Revenue Management and Pricing analysis (Rooms and F&B)
Financial Review (Departmental, Undistributed, and Shared costs analysis) with prioritized and
concise recommendations

•
•

Owner Representation
Proactive Action Planning

Q Hospitality Asset Management

O perational Auditing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checks and balances between departments
Purchasing procedures
Night Audit functions
Front Office documentation relative to Housekeeping Reports
Restaurant and Bar audits and secret shopper
Deposit shortages and A/R fraud

QHM Asset Management is value driven and result oriented. We understand both the challenges and the
rewards of hotel ownership, and that it requires a candid partnership between owner and management.
“Yes” we are here to help, “Yes” we are determined, and “Yes” we care.
Please contact us to discuss your specific property needs @ brent@Qhospitalitymanagement.com
BRENT E. CAM ANN
Camann formerly served as Senior Asset Manager for 4 years at SECO Development on the Hyatt Regency
Lake Washington project (347 rooms, 45K SF of meeting space, and 2,100 stall parking garage) integrated
into 630,000 SF neighboring office development, and 383 unit mixed-used residential properties . He was
instrumental in brand acquisition and HMA conclusion, design improvement, executive leadership team
selection, pre-opening operations, and post-opening punch list resolution. In related fashion, Camann was
the liaison to the City and neighboring corporations in the negotiation and resolution of various
development issues.
Camann has track record of forging strong relationships with the cities in which he operates. He has
successfully both formulated and coordinated a vision in partnership with owners, municipalities, and
financial institutions while serving Chamber Boards, Lodging Tax and Community Marketing Committees,
and Mayor’s Budget and Energize Eastside Advisory Groups.
Prior to Asset Management, Camann was a General Manager for over 20 years with both Marriott
International and Grupo Posadas de Mexico including resort, convention, airport, and extended-stay
hotels. Camann majored in International Business, with a minor in both Accounting and Piano Performance
at the University of Texas Austin and University of Texas Pan American. As a National Merit Scholar, he
studied in both the United States and Mexico, and is fluent in Spanish.
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